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    TACTICAL MARKETING SERVICES

    READY TO DEPLOY?

  






  
      Marketing Services

      Whether it’s to generate more traffic, establish an online presence, or analyze your performance, TACTIX5 has a wide array of marketing services that cater to your marketing needs. TACTIX5 is dedicated to propelling businesses into the digital spotlight by offering a suite of dynamic services meticulously designed to enhance online presence and drive sustainable growth. From crafting compelling content strategies that resonate with target audiences to executing precision-targeted digital campaigns, TACTIX5 goes beyond conventional marketing approaches. Our team of seasoned professionals combines creativity with data-driven insights to navigate the ever-evolving landscape of online platforms, ensuring that our clients not only stay ahead of the curve but set the curve itself. At TACTIX5, we believe in the strategic fusion of technology, creativity, and expertise to deliver unparalleled results and redefine digital success for every client we serve.
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            From $7,999

          

          Your website is the digital front of your brand, it is the first impression your prospects often get of your business. Although having a website first of all is important, having one that is updated regularly and provides a great user experience to what may be your future customers is key. Learn more 
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            $9,999 + Website Cost

          

          Sell anything, from physical products and digital downloads to monthly subscriptions. We can setup an online store to sell worldwide through your website. Manage your products, orders, taxes, coupons, subscriptions, customers and more from your site's dashboard. Learn more
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            $450 / template

          

          

          Create consumer centric email marketing newsletter campaigns with the help of TACTIX5's creative team to keep your clients and prospects up-to-date with a monthly email deployment. Learn more
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            $1,700 setup + $700 / month

          

          AdWords allows for keyword targeting and includes proactive campaign adjustments to get the most out of an ad budget. Setup takes time because campaigns are built from the ground up. Users are directed to pages based on their search terms increasing the likelihood they'll stay on your website. Learn more
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            From $140 / hour

          

          Custom programming and design for web and mobile are sometimes required to address specific needs as opposed to a traditional one-size-fits-all approach. The benefit to a custom approach is the simple fact it provides features that fit your specific needs that cannot be met elsewhere.  Learn more
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Get boots on the ground

          

          TACTIX5 specializes in tactical marketing services. Our mission is to get boots on the ground with our multiple marketing capabilities. The team works with brands of all sizes. No agency overhead, just what you need, on time.  Contact us 
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Your website is the digital front of your brand, it may just be the first impression your prospects get of your business. Although having a website first of all is important, having one that is updated regularly and provides a great user experience to what may be your future customers is key. Our standard website package utilizes the easy to use WordPress CMS (content management system). This system provides web statistics that allow you to analyze your traffic in addition to offering you complete control of the content and graphics.

STOP! – Is your budget less than $5K?

If you’re expecting a full business website for under $5,000 that is not something we can build for you and most digital agencies based in Canada and U.S. can’t design and develop an effective website for that budget. If you’re just starting up and your business is so small that you have to cut corners, we understand, but please be aware that going with a freelancer or an overseas company is up to you but it may also mean a lack of quality and communications.

Website Pricing


		R1	R2	R3	R4
	Type	Basic	Standard	Advanced	Premium
	Cost	$7,999	$9,999	$12,999	$15,999
	Basic Modules	3	5	8	8
	Web Pages	10	20	50	70
	E-Commerce Setup	$3,000	$3,000	$3,000	$3,000




*We recommend that our Maintenance Program at $199 monthly, including 3 minor modifications on a monthly basis, copy updates, new image upload and basic website changes. This also includes our basic hosting fee of $90. Maintenance Program and Hosting Fees are invoiced quarterly and in advance, Jan 1, April 1, July 1 and October 1. | Monthly hosting: $90 | E-commerce Websites: SSL certificate $200 annually. Payment Processing: $25.94/month service fee. | Add’l auto respond functionality $500 *Inclusive of 3 templates and up to 10 pages. Additional templates $150.

Ready to go? Download our:

 Website Questionnaire

 WordPress Guide

30 Day Process

Day 1 – 6

Initial design

Day 7 – 9

Process design feedback, get approval

Day 10 – 18

Convert design, enter provided content, deliver to client

Day 19 – 23

Receive client feedback

Day 24-29

Process revisions / updates

Day 30

Tutorial, make site live, close project*Add’l auto respond functionality $500
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Get a custom site so you can sell products online, manage inventory or recurring memberships, sell tickets, take donations and more. We offer two payment processing options.

Add $3,000 to your website build above to include eCommerce.
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A standalone web page distinct from your main website that has been designed for a single focus objective, and usually includes an opt-in form. Drive traffic to this page for conversion with various drivers like SEM, PPC and email. Click through landing pages have the goal of persuading the visitor to click through to another page.

The length of your form and the level of personal data requested can have a direct impact on conversion. Try to ask for the absolute minimum amount of information that will enable you to market to your prospects effectively. For instance, don’t ask for a phone or fax number if you only need to contact them via email.

Pricing


	Type	Cost
	Simple Landing Page	$1,990
	Optin Landing Page	$2,290
	2 Page Landing Page	$3,590
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Email is the primary marketing and communication tool for all business being conducted today. Email is fast, flexible, efficient and allows for personalized and targeted communications to your customers and prospects.
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One of the most common complaints voiced by small business owners is the need to communicate regularly with clients and prospects. Creating engaging customer-focused content with calls to action, using HTML to ensure the email looks great on both PCs and mobile devices, managing subscriber lists, and monitoring results all takes time, effort and a healthy dash of creativity. And then you have to do it all again the following month!

We take care of it all. Every month, approximately two weeks prior to the scheduled delivery date, RAVEN5’s Newsletter Team will gather your content, wrap it in a responsive HTML template, and send it to you for review. You can request revisions or additions as needed up to the deployment date. Once your newsletter is delivered to your subscribers, you’ll receive a summary report where you can view insightful campaign stats.

Email remains a popular engagement tactic for prospects and customers alike. Through responsive design, better delivery practices, and complex triggered campaigns, email continually evolves to meet marketers’ needs and produces a ROI for business owners. With RAVEN5, your email newsletters will be on time and on target, every time!
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All commercial electronic messages (CEMs) sent to an email address, social networking account, or a cell number must have the recipient’s consent. The burden of proof will be on the sender, not the recipient, of the message.

Express consent is the new gold standard and you must have it to continue emailing after July 1, 2017. Once a customer provides express consent, there is no time limit to the contact a business can have with the customer unless the customer opts out.

If you want to enjoy today’s freedom to connect with potential customers, your existing lists need to be converted to express consent.

Our process will ensure your list is fully compliant and well documented with the CASL law coming into full force as of July 1st, 2017.
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We include strategy, campaign setup, keyword selection, ad building, ad positioning, ad messaging and testing with this service. Clients will have full access to our account and account control is provided to clients upon completion, as such, all data, ads and keywords remain with the client.

Our AdWords programs include a landing page, targeted to the initiative and keywords. We do not require access to you or your clients website but still provide a full opt-in and auto reply process that denotes the keywords and search criteria.

Our pricing structure fits most businesses. The basic AdWords program is a three-month learning process and can be adjusted to the account or budget requirements. Monthly reporting included. At times additional reports will be provided during times of change and transition.
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Custom programming and design for web and mobile are sometimes required to address specific needs as opposed to traditional one-size-fits-all approach. Under most circumstances custom solutions are not for resale and are only used for specific organizational requirements.

The benefit to a custom approach is the simple fact it provides features that fit your specific needs that cannot be met elsewhere. Designing an application with your organization’s needs in consideration implies an increased level of attention and focused productivity.

If you have a software application designed to increase productivity or address an internal need, the cost of it is offset by the promise of increased efficiency. If your organization has a need unique enough to warrant custom programming, then customizing a solution rather than settling for an off-the-shelf application becomes a smart course of action.

Our team can assist you with your custom software and mobile applications.

  




  
	    





  

      
          
         TACTICAL MARKETING SERVICES
TACTIX5 specializes in tactical marketing services. We get boots on the ground with our various marketing capabilities. Catering to brands of all sizes, as needed. No agency overhead, just what you need.


              
Call 855-543-8345, email sales@tactix5.com or complete the form.
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            get an estimate for our services

            


 














	
	




	
	




	
	




	
	




	
	




	Yes, I have read and understand the privacy policy. I understand that by submitting this form I consent to receiving communications containing news, updates and promotions from TACTIX5. I can unsubscribe at any time.
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